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Accessible Player Experiences (APX)













Looking for APX in portable form?

Pick up an APX card deck here!

For a breakdown of APX and its

founding principles, check out our

2018 GDC Presentation here.

















Games are all about the experiences that they offer. Though we may learn, socialize or otherwise improve ourselves through games, most players play because they want to have a wide variety of experiences. Players with disabilities are no different. To get players really playing your game, it is not enough to simply give players access to the controls of your games so that they can steer a car or shoot an arrow, but instead to give them the experience of being Formula 1 driver or an adventurer in a fantasy world. 

With APX, we are shifting the aim of accessible design to be about making these experiences possible for players with disabilities through a variety of different options. In order to help designers like you create amazing APX, we have broken down the accessible design into three layers represented as the APX Triangle.












The APX Triangle



Before anyone can play your game they need access to the game. This means they need to be able to perceive what is going on in the game and to take control of actions in the game. In other words, players need to be able to sense (see/hear/feel) the output of the game and to provide input to the game (click/tilt/speak). Ensuring this access, represented as the bottom layer of the APX triangle, is the first step to providing an APX, without which, many players with disabilities are excluded from your game. Our Access Patterns address the problems in this layer.

Once a player has access, they need to be able to play the game itself through interacting with what we call in general terms, the game world, whether this is stacking falling blocks or exploring a distant mountain range. But games are challenging and for some players, those challenges are overwhelming even after they have the perfect access settings. The enemy is too fast or the puzzle is too hard, or the content is too intense.  If there is no way to manage the challenge, then players will have to stop playing your game even after all the work you put in ensuring they had access. Players need to be able to adapt the game in a variety of ways to make it so challenges within the game are not unreasonably hard or impossible to overcome. Providing for this diversity in levels of challenge is the second layer of the APX Triangle, and our Challenge Patterns help illustrate different ways designers have adapted challenge for accessibility.

Only when a player has access and can have a chance of overcoming the challenges in the game can they have the player experience you want them to have. And when you have done that, you have created an Accessible Player Experience.

Let’s Talk Design Patterns
















What APX Isn’t



Providing access to your games and adapting the challenge changes your game. But we are not saying you should limit or water down the experience your game offers. If you want your game to offer the edge-of-the-seat tension of stalking a wild animal through the forest then that’s the player experience you should be aiming for. What APX offers is a way to think about whether you could provide that experience to players with different types of disabilities.   

In some cases, you may not be able to make every experience accessible to everyone. But then again, not every player wants to have the experience you are offering. APX is about helping you think about what you can do for players with disabilities while still producing the game you really want to make.













The APX Design Patterns
This new way of thinking will make game accessibility easier to understand











Access Design Patterns
The Foundation to the Accessible Player Experience
Before a player with disabilities can even kill their first monster, race their own car, or take their first point, they need to be able to access the world you created. Access design patterns help you do just that. These 12 patterns give you the tools to ensure that a player can tune the experience to meet their unique needs.








Second Channel
Flexible Text Entry
Clear Text
Leave It There



Same Controls But Different
Improved Precision
Do More With Less
Flexible Displays



Personal Interface
Flexible Controllers
Distinguish This From That
Clear Channels





















Challenge Design Patterns
How Players with Disabilities Enjoy Your Hard Work
Now that a player with disabilities can access your content, it is time to ensure they can consume the story you want to tell. Some may say, “but these make my game easy” and that is simply not true. They make your game enjoyable for all players. As you will see, these are options, and as such, let your game challenge the player, no matter their ability.








Moderation In All Things
House Rules
Bypass



Undo Redo
Helping Hand
Training Ground



Play Alongside
Slow It Down
Total Recall
Save Early, Save Often






























Subscribe to get Email Updates!



Subscribe to our mailing list to get the updates to your email inbox.
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ABOUT ABLEGAMERS
 Our mission is to enable play, in order to combat social isolation, foster inclusive communities, to improve the lives of people with disabilities.

We’re using the power of video games to bring people together, improving quality of life with recreation and rehabilitation.
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